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navigate to this registry key and change the last search path [hkey_local_machine\software\microsoft\visualstudio\9.0\workbench ativebinaries\x64\1.0 or [hkey_current_user\software\microsoft\visualstudio\9.0 note that there is only one correct key. windows will look in the registry key of the user that started the application and only if there is no registry key of a higher or equal key name, it uses the one from the machine. it is one windows restart and after that vb6 should start and
work fine. as ms decided to not even ship a windows installer to uninstall or upgrade the application (which is a great shame, for it is a pretty good application if you just want to test it for a few days to see if you like it), we can't use the standard features in visual studio for it. note: one thing to be careful about. if you take a look at the "last search path" value from the 64bit registry key, you will see that it is set to "c:\program files (x86)\microsoft visual studio\9. the cross platform
scenario is now handled by c# and.net but even for visual basic, coding can be done with many of the same concepts. unlike other languages, visual basic doesn’t require libraries written in other languages in order to maintain performance. as such, it is possible to create compact programs very quickly with basic debugging and simulation in visual studio. a microsoft certified developer (mcd) is someone who has completed a number of courses at microsoft on various operating

systems. if you wish to start developing applications for windows on a professional level, it is a good idea to learn some programming languages such as vb, c#, c++, c++/cli and others.
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